No.G5-19456/2022/MM(6)
District Police Office,
Malappuram
spmpm.pol@kerala.gov.in
04832734983
Dated.26-04-2022

DO No. 523/2022/MM

Sub : Reward sanctioned Orders issued--Reg.
Ref : Recommendation of DySP Special Branch, MPM.

SCPO 4634 Prasanth of Dist Special Branch, MPM is awarded GSE for submitting source report that resulted in arresting the accused in Manjeri PS CrNo.72/22 u/s 153 IPC.

Certified that necessary entries have been made in the Service Book of the individual.

26-04-2022
Sujithdas S IPS,
District Police Chief

To : Individual.
Copy To : A7 section to arrange the Service Books of the above officer to G5 section urgently for GSE Entry.
Web Admin.